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Determination of electron beam parameters by means of laser-Compton scattering
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Laser-Compton scattering (LCS) experiments were carried out at the Idaho Accelerator Center using
the 5 ns (FWHM) and 22 MeV electron beam. The electron beam was brought to an approximate head-on
collision with a 29 MW, 7 ns (FWHM), 10 Hz Nd:YAG laser. Clear and narrow x-ray peaks resulting from
the interaction of relativistic electrons with the Nd:YAG laser second harmonic line at 532 nm were
observed. We have developed a relatively new method of using LCS as a nonintercepting electron beam
monitor. Our method focused on the variation of the shape of the LCS spectrum rather than the LCS
intensity as a function of the observation angle in order to extract the electron beam parameters at the
interaction region. The electron beam parameters were determined by making simultaneous fits to spectra
taken across the LCS x-ray cone. This scan method allowed us also to determine the variation of LCS x-
ray peak energies and spectral widths as a function of the detector angles. Experimental data show that in
addition to being viewed as a potential bright, tunable, and quasimonochromatic x-ray source, LCS can
provide important information on the electron beam pulse length, direction, energy, angular and energy
spread. Since the quality of LCS x-ray peaks, such as degree of monochromaticity, peak energy and flux,
depends strongly on the electron beam parameters, LCS can therefore be viewed as an important
nondestructive tool for electron beam diagnostics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Laser-Compton scattering (LCS) x rays are generated
when a high-energy electron beam interacts with laser
photons; the electrons scatter the low energy photons to
higher energy at the expense of the electrons kinetic en-
ergy. LCS radiation can also be viewed as the radiation
generated by electrons oscillating in a laser electric field,
making LCS mechanism similar to that of channeling
radiation [1]. The radiation is emitted in the direction of
the electron beam, in a cone of half angle equal to 1=�
where � is the electron relativistic factor. The energy of
LCS x rays is tunable [2], the x-ray energy can be tuned by
changing the electron beam energy, laser wavelength, ob-
servation and crossing angles with respect to the electron
beam direction. LCS can happen at any crossing angle
(Fig. 1), the most common interaction geometries are the
90� geometry, where the electron beam is perpendicular to
the laser beam and 180� geometry, where the electron
beam collides head-on with the laser beam. In the 180�

geometry, the x-ray pulse length is primarily determined by
the electron beam pulse length [3], and in the 90� configu-
ration, the x-ray pulse length is given by the transit time of
the laser across the electron beam [4]. Though LCS has
been proven to be a useful x-ray source for medical imag-
ing [5], the properties LCS x rays are strongly dependent
on the electron beam parameters, and therefore LCS can be
viewed as a nonintercepting electron beam monitor [6,7].
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The goal of this experiment described in this paper is to
use LCS as a nondestructive electron beam diagnostic tool
in order determine several electron beam parameters such
as the electron beam energy, energy spread, beam diver-
gence, and electron beam direction. The electron beam
parameters are determined by performing spatial scans
across the LCS x-ray cone. The variation of the shape of
the LCS spectrum for different x-ray detector positions
provides information on the electron beam parameters
mentioned above.

An important application is a transverse phase space
mapping of the electron beam profile [8]. For an electron
beam spot size much larger than that of the laser at the
FIG. 1. LCS interaction geometry, � is the crossing angle, and
� is the emission angle.
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FIG. 2. Orientation in the case of a collision in the y-z plane.
The x and y axes will be referred to as the vertical and horizontal
axis, respectively. n� and ud are the x-ray and detector direc-
tions, respectively. (�;�) and (�d;�d) are the x-ray and detector
angles, respectively. ��;�� and ��d;�d� are the x-ray and detec-
tor angles, respectively, and EL is the laser polarization direc-
tion.
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interaction region, it is possible, by scanning the focused
laser beam across the electron beam, to determine the beam
emittance as well as other electron beam parameters at
every point of the electron beam transverse profile.

Because this diagnostic method uses LCS spectra col-
lected over several electron-laser pulse collisions and de-
tector positions, the measured parameters of the electron
beam are subject to instabilities in the accelerator and
electron beam delivery system and therefore do not allow
accurate characterization of the electron beam bunch
parameters.
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II. THEORETICAL STUDY OF LASER-COMPTON
SCATTERING

LCS x-ray energy in the laboratory frame (Fig. 2) can be
determined from the conservation of energy and momen-
tum and is given by

E� �
EL�1� � cos��

1� � cos�� EL
EB
�1� cos� cos�� sin� sin� sin��

�
EL�1� � cos��

1� � cos�
; (1)

where EL is the laser photon energy, � � v=c is the ratio
of the electron and light velocities, � is the crossing angle,
� and ’ are the emission and azimuthal angles, respec-
tively, and EB is the electron beam total energy. For colli-
sion geometries where � � 0 and for emission angles
close to the electron beam direction ( sin� � �), Eq. (1)
reduces to E� � EM=�1� �

2�2�, where EM � 4�2EL is
the maximum energy generated in the forward direction,
i.e., electron beam direction, for a head-on collision. The
maximum LCS radiation energy is twice Doppler shifted
upward from the incident laser photon energy.

The LCS energy spectrum for head-on collision (� � 0)
is derived from the expression of the differential Compton
cross section in the laboratory frame [9]. Taking into
account the electron beam angular spread and energy
deviation and assuming that the contributions of the laser
frequency bandwidth and the finite interaction length to the
LCS spectrum are negligible compared to those of the
electron beam energy and angular deviations, the LCS
spectrum generated by the collision of single electron
and laser bunches, and for a linearly polarized laser
beam, can be written as

dN�
dE�

�
Z
d�d

dN�
d�ddE�

d�d; (2)

where d�d � d�x;dd�y;d is the detector solid angle, �x;d �
�d cos’d, �y;d � �d sin’d, and
dN�
d�x;dd�y;ddE�
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d�d�0: (3)
where r0 is the electron radius, EM � 4�02EL, �x �
� cos�, �y � � sin� and

� �
�������������������������
1� EM=E�

q
=�0.

The x and y subscripts correspond to directions along the
x and y directions. ’ is the azimuthal angle with respect to
the laser polarization direction. �x and �y are the vertical
and horizontal rms widths of the electron beam angular
distribution, respectively, and �e is the rms widths of the
electron beam energy distribution. L is the single collision
luminosity (see below) and F�E�� takes into account the
x-ray absorption in the different media. In order to include
the detector energy resolution and efficiency, Eq. (3) must
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be convoluted with the detector response, and F�E�� must include the detector efficiency.
Equation (3) can similarly be written as
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d�dE0�: (30)
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FIG. 3. Variation of amplitude normalized LCS spectrum as a
function of the collimator size. The detection angle was equal to
0 mrad and the distance between the interaction point and
collimator was equal to 6 m. Simulations show that the shapes
of the spectra do not change when the collimator radius is less
than 5 mm.
where EM � 4�2EL, � � 1� EM=E0�=�, and
�� � 2EM�e=���1� �

2�2
d�

2� is the rms x-ray energy
spread resulting from the electron beam energy deviation
[Eq. (1)].

We have assumed in Eqs. (3) and (30) that the electron
beam angular and energy distributions are Gaussians. The
contribution of the laser frequency bandwidth can be in-
cluded by convoluting Eqs. (3) and (30) with the laser
photon energy distribution.

The general expression of the single collision luminosity
can be found in [10]. In the case of a head-on collision
between the electron and laser pulses the luminosity is

given by L � NeNL=�2�
�������������������
x2
� � �2

w

p �������������������
y2
� � �2

w

p
�, where Ne

and NL are the numbers of electrons and photons in the
electron and laser bursts, respectively. x� and y� are the
rms widths of the electron beam spatial distributions along
the transverse x and y directions, respectively. �w is the
rms width of the laser beam transverse spatial distribution.
As a reminder, �w is equal to 0:5w, where w is the laser
waist. For small crossing angles ( sin� � �), for example,
in the y-z plane, the single collision luminosity is given by

L � NeNL=�2�
�������������������
x2
� � �2

w

p ��������������������������������������������������������
y2
� � �2

w � �2�z2
� � �2

L�=4
q

�,
where z� and �L are the rms widths of the electron and
laser beam longitudinal distributions.

For an ideal electron beam with no energy or angular
spread, and a monochromatic laser pulse and for an infi-
nitely small solid angle, the LCS spectrum is practically a
delta function. Several parameters contribute to the width
and the peak energy of the LCS spectrum; among those are
the electron beam angular and energy spread, laser wave-
length and frequency bandwidth, detector angle with re-
spect to the electron beam direction, and detector solid
angle. As can be seen from Eq. (1), electrons making an
angle � with the forward direction will emit x rays with
energies lower than those emitted by electrons along the
forward direction. This will cause the LCS to broaden and
acquire a low energy tail. Similarly, an observation angle
away from the forward direction will collect x rays emitted
by electron traveling with different directions with respect
to interaction point-detector axis. The spectral broadening
will increase as the observation angle is increased due to
larger emission angles. Detector collimation is also an
important factor in reducing the width of LCS spectra since
it enables the detector to collect only x rays within a certain
solid angle. There exist however a minimum collimator
diameter below which the shape of the LCS spectrum does
05070
not change. The dependence of LCS spectral width on the
electron beam energy spread, and the laser linewidth is
obvious according to Eq. (1). For an observation angle in
the forward direction, the spectral broadening �FWHM re-
sulting from each contribution is equal to 2EM��=� and
EM�L=EL, respectively, where �� and �L are the FWHM
of the electron beam and laser photon energy distributions,
respectively. The finite interaction length contributes also
to the width of the LCS spectrum, with a spectral broad-
ening equal to �IL � �1� ��

2�2hc=l, where l is the inter-
action length and h the Planck’s constant. For an electron
beam with no angular spread, the LCS spectrum FWHM is
obtained as the quadrature summation of the different
broadening factors mentioned above. Because the electron
beam divergence causes the LCS spectrum to have an
asymmetric shape (low energy tail) with respect to the
energy of the peak, the FWHM of the spectrum cannot
be given simply by the quadrature sum of the different line
broadening mechanisms, but must be determined directly
from the LCS spectrum [Eq. (2)]. The laser wavelength and
electron beam energy affect the width of the LCS spectrum
as well. LCS spectra generated using the fundamental laser
wavelength are narrower than those using laser harmonics.
1-3
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FIG. 4. (a) Variation of LCS peak energy and (b) FWHM as a
function of detector angle �d;x with respect to the forward
direction for different values of �x. The angular scan is along
the laser electric field direction (vertical direction, i.e., �d;y �
0 mrad). In (a) the angles at which the energy curves intersect
are roughly equal to ��x;1 � �x;2�=2, where �x;1 and �x;2 are 2
different vertical rms widths of the electron beam angular
distribution. The dotted line corresponds to the value of the
maximum x-ray energy EM � 18:09 keV. The curves were
generated using Eq. (3).
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FIG. 5. Same as Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) but for different values
of �y.
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As mentioned above, for an ideal electron beam and laser,
the LCS spectrum is a delta function located at the maxi-
mum energy EM (when the observation angle is along the
electron beam direction), the electron beam divergence and
energy spread and the laser frequency bandwidth will
cause the energy of the LCS peak to shift to lower energies
(see below).

Angular scans across the LCS x-ray cone can give
information on the electron beam direction with respect
to the interaction point-detector direction, electron beam
angular spread, energy, and energy deviation.

In the following simulations, we have neglected the
contribution of the laser frequency bandwidth as well as
the broadening due to the finite interaction length. Figure 3
05070
shows the different shapes of the amplitude normalized
LCS spectrum for different values of the detector collima-
tor radius and for a distance between the detector and
interaction point equal to 6 m. The spectra were generated
using Eq. (3) with �d � 0 and for a given set of electron
beam parameters. The simulations show that the shape of
the spectra does not change when the detector collimator
radius is less than 5 mm. A similar result was obtained for a
detector at an arbitrary position along the vertical axis,
away from the forward direction.

Figures 4 and 5 show the variation of (a) the LCS x-ray
peak energy and (b) FWHM as a function of the detector
angle �d;x along the vertical direction (�d;y � 0) in the case
of head-on collision for different values of the electron
beam vertical angular spread and horizontal angular
spread, respectively. As expected the effect of
the electron beam vertical angular divergence �x is
more pronounced on the FWHM and the energy of
the spectra than that of the horizontal angular spread �y.
Furthermore the FWHM of the spectra appears to be more
sensitive to the changes of �x than the energy of the LCS
peak does. For example in Fig. 4, for �d;x � 0 mrad,
1-4
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� 	E���x � 2 mrad� � E���x � 1 mrad�
 = E���x �
2 mrad� � 0:2% while �	�E���x � 2 mrad� �
�E���x � 1 mrad�
=�E���x � 2 mrad� � 14:5%, while
for �d;x � 5 mrad �	E���x � 2 mrad� � E���x �
1 mrad�
=E���x � 2 mrad� � 1:3% while �	�E���x �
2 mrad� � �E���x � 1 mrad�
=�E���x � 2 mrad� �
36%. Similar curves can be obtained by varying the elec-
tron energy spread for given values of the electron beam
angular divergence and energy [6].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSIONS

The LCS experiment was carried out at the IAC using
the 5 ns, 22 MeVelectron beam from the linear accelerator
(LINAC) and the 7 ns, 29 MW peak power, TEM00

Nd:YAG laser. During this experiment, the 532 nm wave-
length was selected by placing a dichroic mirror at the exit
of the harmonic generator and steering the 1064 nm laser
beam toward a laser beam dump. At the wavelength of
interest, the pulse energy was equal to 0.2 J and the laser
polarization vector was parallel to the x axis (Fig. 6). The
accelerator layout and characteristics can be found in [2].
The layout of the experiment is shown in Fig. 6. The
electron beam from the LINAC was bent into the 90�

beam line by a set of four 22:5� bending magnets toward
the experimental area. The electron beam was then focused
at the first (upstream) screen where it collided with the
laser beam. A slit placed between the 22:5� bending mag-
nets enabled us to control the electron beam energy distri-
bution, current, and bremsstrahlung background. The
electron beam energy spread, for a given electron beam
energy, was determined from the slit meter (SM) readout
using a simulated calibration curve. Each SM readout gives
�Ee=Ee where Ee is the electron beam energy and �Ee is
presumably the FWHM of the electron beam energy dis-
tribution. The slit is closed when the SM value is equal to
55 and the maximum width is reached when the SM value
is equal to 1000. The electron beam current remains con-
stant when the SM readout is equal or greater than 700.
FIG. 6. Top view of experimental setup. The x axis is norm
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Most of the LCS spectra were collected for SM readouts
� 200 where the electron beam diameter at the center of
the first flag was � 3 mm. After interaction with the laser,
the electron beam was then bent by a 45� bending magnet.
The laser together with the optical layout and x-ray detec-
tors were located in a separate room. The laser beam was
first expanded and then focused by a 5 m focal length lens
and steered by an off axis mirror toward the center of the
center first screen. The distance between the center of the
cross containing the focusing lens and the first screen was
about 5.5 m, while the distance between the upstream and
downstream screens was about 0.38 m.

The angle between the laser and the beam-line axis at the
center of the first flag was about 6.2 mrad. The estimated
laser spot size 2w at the interaction point was equal to
2.5 mm. The repetition rate of the LINAC and laser was
equal to 10 Hz. synchronization between the laser and
electron beam was achieved by sending two pretrigger
TTL signals, preceding the electron gun trigger by
�10 �s (variable), to the laser flash lamp and Q-switch,
respectively. For proper laser-electron beam timing and in
order to minimize the jitter between the laser and the
electron beam, the trigger to the flash lamp was delayed
by slightly less than 100 ms while keeping the delay
between the flash lamp and Q-switch of the order of
430 �s. The Q-switch was then triggered on the consecu-
tive trigger pulse with respect to the flash lamp trigger.

A photomultiplier (PMT) and a fast pick up current
monitor (Fig. 6) were used to monitor the delay between
the laser and electron beam, respectively. The LCS x rays
traveled through a 50:8 �m thick stainless steel (SS) win-
dow and were detected using either a high-energy resolu-
tion nitrogen cooled Si(Li) detector or a Peltier cooled PIN
detector positioned along the beam-line axis in the laser
room. A scintillator detector, placed in the vicinity of the x-
ray detector, was used to monitor the bremsstrahlung back-
ground during electron beam tuning. During the measure-
ments, the electron beam charge per pulse was less or equal
0.7 nC. To determine the electron beam energy, the opera-
tor measured the 22:5� bending magnet current and de-
al to the figure and the z axis is parallel to the beam line.
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FIG. 7. (a),(b) LCS spectra for a SM readout equal to 150 and
90, respectively. The electron beam macropulse charges were
equal to 0.5 and 0.2 nC. Only the first pileup peak is visible when
SM � 90 and the primary LCS peak FWHM is lower than the
one at larger slit width.
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ducted the electron beam energy from a theoretical energy-
current conversion table. To align the electron beam along
the beam-line axis, the operator tunes the electron beam
such that it is as close as possible to the center of each flag
while keeping the background level as low as possible. At
22 MeV, the electron beam was somewhat unstable and
required monitoring. The detectors were calibrated using
both calibration sources and bremsstrahlung induced K�
lines from Cu, Zr, Mo, and Sn. Both calibration methods
showed good agreement. Calibration with calibrated
sources taken 8 h apart showed good agreement as well.
The detectors energy resolutions were determined with the
same methods mentioned above. The Si(Li) and the PIN x-
ray detectors energy resolutions at 18.09 keV were equal to
0.28 and 0.32 KeV, respectively. The efficiency of the
Si(Li) detector was close to 100% in the range of energy
of interest and the efficiency of the PIN x-ray detector was
equal to 35% at 18.09 keV.

During this experiment the continuum laser was injec-
tion seeded, i.e., amplification of single longitudinal mode.
Seeding produces a smooth temporal profile and a narrow
bandwidth. The injection seeded laser has a frequency
bandwidth equal to 90 MHz (�	=	 � 3:2� 10�7) at 	 �
1064 nm and because two 1064 nm photons are required to
generate a 532 nm photon, the frequency bandwidth of the
laser at 	 � 532 nm is equal to 127 MHz (�	=	 � 2:3�
10�7). The laser pulse length (FWHM) at 532 nm when the
laser was injection seeded was not measured during this
experiment but the value provided by the manufacturer
during laser testing was equal to 7.2 ns. The contributions
of the laser spectral bandwidth and the finite interaction
length to the shapes of the LCS spectra were deemed
negligible when compared to the contributions of the elec-
tron beam energy spread and divergence and were omitted
in the simulations and fits.

Figure 7(a) shows an LCS spectrum recorded by the
Si(Li) detector placed 1.75 m away from the SS window
and 7.43 m away from the interaction point. The detector
subtended a solid angle equal to 0:57 �Sr. The first peak
results from the interaction of the electron beam with the
532 nm laser line. The additional x-ray peaks are due to
pileup, and can be removed by either closing the accelera-
tor slit [Fig. 7(b)], i.e., reducing the electron beam current
or by placing an absorber. During these measurements the
SM values were 150 and 90 corresponding to macropulse
charges of 0.5 and 0.2 nC, respectively. Both spectra were
collected for 600 s and at the same delay between the
electron beam and laser. The x-ray peak energies and
FWHMs were determined from fits to the LCS spectra
using the convolution of Eq. (3) with the detector response
[Fig. 8(a)]. The fit to the experimental spectra enables us to
deduct the LCS spectrum generated inside the vacuum
[Fig. 8(b)]. An important observation can be made from
Fig. 8(b), one can see that the peak energy is equal to EM,
which is equal to 18.09 keV for a 22 MeV electron beam.
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There are two possibilities where the LCS peak energy can
be equal to EM. Both cases imply that the electron beam is
perfectly aligned with the x-ray detector and that (1) the
electron beam has no angular spread, which would mean
that the LCS spectrum is a perfect Gaussian whose width is
determined by the electron beam energy spread or (2) the
electron beam has a nonzero angular spread and a zero
energy spread in which case the LCS spectrum will have a
sharp vertical edge at EM and a low energy tail. Neither
case agrees with the LCS spectrum in Fig. 8(b) since it
clearly exhibits an asymmetric shape with a low energy
tail, an indication of a nonzero beam divergence, and half a
Gaussian like shape above the energy of the peak, which is
an indication of a nonzero electron beam energy deviation.
This study suggests that the electron beam energy is larger
1-6
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FIG. 8. (a) Fit to the experimental LCS spectrum, for a SM
readout equal to 150, using the convolution of Eq. (3) with the
detector response. The x-ray absorption in the SS window and air
was included in the function F�E��. (b) LCS spectrum after
removing x-ray absorption in different media and deconvolution
with detector response. The LCS spectrum was generated using
the electron beam parameters from the fit to the experimental
spectrum. The vertical dashed line corresponds to the peak
energy.
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than 22 MeV since for an electron beam with nonzero
angular and energy spreads, the energy of the LCS peak
is always lower than the maximum energy EM [Figs. 4(a)
and 5(a)]. This is a consequence of the convolution of the
asymmetric LCS spectrum due to the beam divergence
with a symmetric Gaussian distribution representing the
electron beam energy deviation.

When the x-ray pulse width is much smaller than the
detector resolving time, the detector can record a maxi-
mum of only one event per pulse [11]. Pileup occurs when
two or more photons are simultaneously registered by the
detector. The energy of a pileup x ray is the sum of the
05070
energies of the individual photons collected by the detec-
tor. If the pileup is due entirely to LCS x rays and if the
electron beam parameters remain constant, the energy
distributions of the different order pileup spectra are given
by convolutions of the primary LCS peak with itself.
Figure 9(a) shows an LCS spectrum taken during a differ-
ent run after replacing the stainless steel x-ray port window
with a 50:8 �m thick kapton window. The primary peak is
located at 18:16� 0:01 keV, the first pileup peak at
36:31� 0:02 keV and the second pileup peak at 54:42�
0:03 keV. Figure 9(b) shows f�E�� the fit to the primary
LCS x-ray spectrum. Figure 9(c) shows g�E�� �R
f�E0��f�E� � E

0
��dE

0
�, the convolution of the fit to the

primary LCS peak with itself together with the first order
pileup peak. Figure 9(d) shows the double convolution of
the fit to the primary LCS peak with itself h�E�� �R
g�E0��f�E� � E0��dE

0
� �

RR
f�E00��f�E

0
� � E

00
��f�E� �

E0��dE
00
�dE

0
� together with the second order pileup peak.

The bremsstrahlung levels and peak amplitudes were de-
termined from fits to the individual pileup spectra.
Figs. 9(c) and 9(d) show that there is a good agreement
between the convolutions and pileup spectra. The shape of
a pileup peak should be more sensitive to the electron beam
parameters than that of the primary LCS peak and the
sensitivity should increase with increasing pileup order.

Before performing the angular scans, we carried out a
temporal scan by varying the delay between the laser and
electron beam. The temporal scan enabled us to adjust the
timing between the laser and electron beam for optimum
yield. The accelerator slit width was set at a SM readout
equal to 90 in order to minimize the pileup and prevent
saturation of the Si(Li) detector. Figure 10 shows the
variation of the LCS intensity as a function of the delay
between the laser and electron beam together with the
average energy and FWHM of the LCS spectra. The tem-
poral scan gives information on the electron beam longi-
tudinal distribution as well as the jitter between the
electron and laser beams. In our current interaction geome-
try, the temporal scan is also a way of generating x-ray
pulses with different pulse lengths without having to
change the crossing angle between the laser and electron
beam. The maximum pulse length occurs when the inter-
action length is the longest, i.e., highest intensity. As the
delay between the laser and electron beam is varied with
respect to the optimum delay, the interaction length be-
comes smaller resulting in the emission of shorter pulse
length x rays with, as expected, a decrease in the x-ray
intensity. The shape of the temporal scan and therefore its
width depend on the stability of the electron beam. Even if
the electron beam current remains constant, any sudden
change in the electron beam direction, electron beam en-
ergy or angular spread will affect the LCS intensity and
therefore the shape of the temporal scan.

Once the temporal scan was performed we fixed the
laser-electron beam delay for optimum yield and installed
1-7
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FIG. 9. (a) LCS spectrum taken during a different run at an electron pulse charge equal to 0.9 nC. A 50:8 �m kapton window was
place in lieu of the 50:8 �m SS window. Several pileup peaks are visible due to the low x-ray absorption of kapton. (b) Fit to the LCS
primary peak. (c) First pileup peak together with convolution of fit to the primary LCS peak with itself. (d) Second pileup peak together
with double convolution of the fit to the primary LCS peak with itself.
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the x-ray PIN detector along the beam-line axis. The
detector, which was placed on motorized translation
stages, was placed 45 cm away from the SS window and
subtended a solid angle equal to 0:2 �Sr. The distance
between the detector and interaction point (center of up-
stream cross) was equal to 6.13 m. Because of the small
solid angle and low detector efficiency for x-ray energies
around 18 keV the accelerator slit width was set at a SM
readout equal to 200. At this slit width, the charge per
macropulse was equal to 0.7 nC.

The goal of this experiment is to perform a spatial scan
across the x-ray cone in order to determine the electron
beam parameters from the set of collected LCS spectra.
The center of the x-ray cone corresponds to the LCS
spectrum with the highest peak energy and lowest
05070
FWHM, i.e., detection along the electron beam direction
(Fig. 4). We first performed a short horizontal scan across
the beam-line axis to locate the position of the PIN detector
for which the LCS spectrum possesses the highest peak
energy and the lowest FWHM in this direction, i.e., small-
est observation angle with respect to the electron beam
direction. This was done by fitting the LCS spectrum with
2 Gaussians (a broad Gaussian was used to fit the low
energy tail) as the scans were carried out. The position of
the detector coincided with the beam-line axis. It was not
possible to carry out a full horizontal scan because the tip
of the 45� steering mirror (Fig. 6) was close to the beam-
line axis. The horizontal position of the detector was then
fixed and a full vertical scan was performed. We collected
15 spectra during the vertical scan and unlike the method
1-8
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FIG. 11. (a),(b) LCS experimental spectra together with the
simulated LCS spectra [Eq. (3)] generated using the electron
beam parameters determined from the minimization method for
detector vertical angles equal to �3:11 and 0:00 mrad, respec-
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FIG. 10. X-ray intensity as a function of the delay between the
laser and electron beam. Each point corresponds to the integrated
x-ray yield per second.
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mentioned in [4] we used the variation of the shape of the
LCS spectrum as a function of the detector position to
extract the electron beam parameters. We used the mini-
mization method developed by Box et al. [12,13]. The
minimization method determines the common parameters
of the fits to several data sets or spectra by minimizing the
determinant of the matrix {vi;jg defined as

vi;j �
Xn
k�1

	yi�xk� � fi�xk�
	yj�xk� � fj�xk�
; (4)

where yi and fi correspond to the ith LCS spectrum and
fitting function [Eq. (3)], respectively, for a given detector
angle and xk is the x-ray energy in the kth energy bin. In the
case where there is a single spectrum, i.e., i � j � 1,
Eq. (4) reduces to the well-known expression of the chi-
square.

After performing the multiple fits we obtained the values
of the following electron beam parameters at the interac-
tion region equal to Ee � 22:27� 0:04 MeV, �Ee �
0:21� 0:07 MeV, �x � 2:08� 0:13 mrad, �y � 3:05�
0:50 mrad, and �b � �2:12� 0:32 mrad. Where Ee is the
electron beam energy, �Ee is the electron beam energy
spread (FWHM), �x and �y are the vertical and horizontal
rms widths of the electron beam angular distribution, re-
spectively, and �b is the angle between the electron beam
direction and beam-line axis.

Figures 11(a) and 11(b) show LCS experimental spectra
together with the simulated LCS spectra generated using
the electron beam parameters determined from the mini-
mization method for detector vertical angles with respect
to the beam-line axis equal to �3:11 and 0:00 mrad,
respectively. The entire vertical angular range was equal
to 14.5 mrad, a range that is lower than 1=�. The brems-
strahlung levels and peak amplitudes were determined
05070
from individual fits to the LCS spectra. Figures 12(a) and
12(b) show the variation of the LCS peak energy and
FWHM as a function of the detector observation angle,
respectively, together with the curves generated using the
same parameters. The measured electron beam energy is
1.2% larger than the one presumed. The difference be-
tween �x and �y suggests that the vertical and horizontal
focusing focal points may not have been identical. A
horizontal scan across the center of the x-ray cone was
not performed due to time constraint. This was unfortunate
because as can be seen from Fig. 13, the effect of �y on
LCS spectra FWHMs along the horizontal direction is
more pronounced than the effect on LCS spectra
FWHMs along the vertical direction [Fig. 5(b)].
1-9
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scan. The spectrum shows two peaks almost 1 keV apart. The
lower peak is suspected to be due a drift in the electron beam
direction. The FWHM of the combined peaks is twice as large as
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FIG. 12. (a),(b) Variation of LCS x-ray peak energy and
FWHM as a function of the detector vertical angle together
with curves generated using the parameters from the multiple
fits.
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The diagnostic method described above requires a stable
electron beam. Instabilities among beam pulses including
any spatial jitter or direction drift during data collection
will affect the shapes of the LCS spectra (see, for example,
Fig. 14), resulting in the measurement of electron beam
parameters different from those of the electron beam pulse.
During this experiment each spectrum was recorded for
600 s and no beam tuning was performed during the scans.
This experiment could have been carried out in a shorter
amount of time if instead of using a single detector to
perform the angular scans a matrix of closely spaced
detectors placed in front of the x-ray port were available.
This would have also minimized the chances of any sudden
change in the electron beam parameters during spectra
collection.
050701
IV. CONCLUSION

LCS cannot only be viewed as an intense, tunable and
quasimonochromatic x-ray source but can also be viewed
as a powerful nonintercepting tool for electron beam diag-
nostics. Temporal scans give information on the electron
beam longitudinal distribution while angular measure-
ments allow the determination of several electron beam
parameters as well as the variations of LCS x-ray peak
energies and FWHMs across the x-ray cone. This diagnos-
tic method should be compared to other known electron
-10
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beam diagnostic techniques such as optical transition ra-
diation interferometry (OTRI) [14]. Perhaps the most use-
ful application of the method described in this paper is the
possibility to determine localized electron beam parame-
ters by scanning a focused laser across the electron beam
transverse profile.
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